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Broadmedia GC Corporation (head office: Minato-ku, Tokyo; Taro Hashimoto, CEO; hereinafter, the 

“Company”), a subsidiary of Broadmedia Corporation, will begin to provide G-cluster*1, a cloud 

game service operated by the Company, as G-cluster for LEONET on June 1. This service will be 

provided exclusively on Life Stick, the dedicated device for using LEONET*2, the internet service 

that Leopalace21 Corporation (head office: Nakano-ku, Tokyo; Eisei Nakayama, President and 

CEO; hereinafter, “Leopalace21”) provides to its tenants. G-cluster for LEONET will be pre-installed 

on Life Stick, enabling users to enjoy the service easily on television sets in about 550,000 rental 

properties of Leopalace21 all over Japan. 

 

[Where it is displayed] 

G-cluster for LEONET is displayed in the Game row of Life Stick’s Home Menu. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Titles to be provided] 

Approximately 100 games are available. They include high-performance games with beautiful 

graphics, such as the “FINAL FANTASY® XIII” series and “Nobunaga's Ambition: Souzou with 

Power Up Kit,” and standard casual games that can be enjoyed with a price plan of 500 yen per 

month, such as table, action, sports and shooting games.   
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[About G-cluster for LEONET]  

G-cluster for LEONET is a cloud game service for LEONET, an internet service provided by 

Leopalace21. The Life Stick dedicated device is necessary for use of this service, which includes a 

free trial of approximately 100 games. Feel free to enjoy them first. Price plans of 500 yen per month 

as well as single item purchases for each title (starting at 540 yen) are available. Payments are 

accepted by credit card while LEONET Point*3 can also be used for single item purchases.  

*Details about the service are available at the G-cluster website for LEONET (Japanese only). 

URL: http://gcluster.jp/leonet/index.html  

 

[How to operate] 

While some games can be played with the Life Stick remote controller, a smartphone or tablet can 

also be used as a controller. Download the G-cluster Remote, a free dedicated application, at the 

App Store or on Google Play to use a smartphone or tablet as a controller.  

*Compatible with iOS8.1 or later, Android4.2 or later 

Learn how to use the G-cluster Remote at: http://gcluster.jp/guide/gc_remote.html   

 

If you want to fully enjoy the games, purchase the Air Commander, our recommended game pad. 

 

Moving forward, we will continue to improve and develop our services so that customers can 

comfortably enjoy their gaming life. 

 

*1: What is G-cluster? 

G-cluster is a cloud gaming service that uses cloud-based delivery technology. It provides 

interactive content to various devices without the need to install a special program. 

G-cluster processes data on the server side and delivers content by video streaming via broadband. 

The device is mostly used for decoding processing, so it can provide stable, high-quality services 

with high responsivity regardless of the device’s performance. 

 

*2: What is LEONET? 

LEONET is a dedicated internet service for rental properties of Leopalace21, which began to be 

provided in 2002. In addition to internet service, it provides video on demand, CS channels, a 

shopping service, digital books and other services.  

 

*3: What is LEONET Point? 

The LEONET Point is unique electronic money for tenants of Leopalace21. It is a prepaid-type 

electronic money service. 
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